Today, information travels fast. Texts travel, too. In a corporate context, the question is how to manage which knowledge elements should travel to a new language area or market and in which form? The decision to let knowledge elements travel or not travel highly depends on the limitation and the purpose of the text in a new context as well as on predefined parameters for text travel. For texts used in marketing and in technology, the question is whether culture-bound knowledge representation should be domesticated or kept as foreign elements, or should be mirrored or moulded-or should not travel at all! When should semantic and pragmatic elements in a text be replaced and by which other elements? The empirical basis of our work is marketing and technical texts in English, which travel into the Latvian and Danish markets, respectively.
INTRODUCTION "Can you think what the Mirror of Erised shows us all?"
). The Harry Potter series is already a classic novel series, which will probably stay alive generations after it was first published. In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, we come across the discussion of the Mirror of Erised. With our point of departure in the mirror image, we-two university teachers in Denmark and Latvia, respectively, who have taught and researched text production and translation for more than two decades, and who have a common interest in web content and text travel-set out to investigate how knowledge representation in English, Latvian and Danish materialized in marketing-cultural and technico-cultural text travel.
For technico-cultural web content travel, which culture-bound knowledge elements should then be transferred or altered (domestication) or left as foreign elements (foreignization)? And in the case of marketing-cultural content travel, which elements would then be moulded-and according to which criteria-and which elements would be mirrored? In our work, English, used in native contexts and as a lingua franca, has been our common denominator, and a second, local language has been the distinguishing factor. We have come across examples where knowledge representation in English has travelled through translation, adaptation and replacement into corresponding or new knowledge elements in our local areas. De Mooij argues that both knowledge representation and language are important: "What you see are the words, but there is a lot behind the words that must be understood to transfer advertising from one culture to another" (de Mooij 2004: 179) . She is backed up by Bhagat et al. who claim that "understanding knowledge management processes in global and multinational organizations requires developing crucial insights into the complexities of acquiring, transferring, and integrating knowledge" (Bhagat et al. 2002: 204) .
For text travel on the web, the challenge for content managers and text producers is to spot knowledge elements connected to real-world systems or processes and to manage the text travel process. The decision whether knowledge elements should travel highly depends on the understanding and the purpose of the text in a new context. For an understanding of English cultural concepts in another language, de Mooij claims that English language understanding is overestimated (de Mooij 2004: 184) and backs it up with Eurobarometer research from 2001 (Eurobarometer Standard # 55) . Recent research among high-school students in Denmark by Mousten (2014 Mousten ( /2015 on the inclusion of loan words in unsolicited supermarket advertising shows the same results. English loan words were not understood on their own, only in context, and they were often misinterpreted if the context did not explain the term.
Research question
Our material includes knowledge representation for content, which sometimes focused on domestication or moulding in the local language as the dominant function, and sometimes English, representing the foreignizing or mirroring element, was the dominant function in text travel. The textual elements, which seemed problematic, were typically linked to systems or processes at the
Foreignization-or-domestication
The concepts of foreignization and domestication are not, as here, typically associated with what can be regarded as appropriate knowledge, which we normally term epistemology (Bryman 2012:19) , but this happens in the work fields of translation, adaptation and localization. Whereas foreignization has the overall purpose of communicating the semantics and pragmatics of the original text, possibly explained, domestication has the overall purpose of communicating the sender's message through the semantic and pragmatic knowledge representation in the receiving locale, as deemed appropriate. Expressed differently, the idea of foreignization is maximal transfer of meaning of the original text, including its foreign elements, whereas domestication is a minimalist idea where the audience does not have to struggle with problems of understanding out-of-own-culture elements, but are instead presented to well-known knowledge elements. Keohane describe this image as one that "disrupts taken-for-granted binary opposition between tradition/modernity, insider/outsider, Irish/non-Irish, white/non-white, and opens up our minds to an idea of Irishness that is much more fluid, hybrid and produced in dialogue." (Kuhling and Keohane 2007: 12) . Drawing on Bahtin's notions of dialogisation and polyphony (Bahtin 1986: 263) , Kuhling and Keohane argue that the ad opens up the concept of Irishness to the dialogue where a young coloured man can engage in the dialogue with the Irish traditional music and culture (symbolised by the harp) where both of them are transformed yet not assimilated by the other (Kuhling and Keohane 2007: 12) . This is an example of foreignization and domesticating working together, thus creating change while at the same time ensuring stability through explicitness during text travel.
The instability of knowledge elements was accepted in the advertisement, which was controversial even for the Irish audience.
The original English version of the magazine advertisement contained no text, just a picture of the harpist, the bottle of Jameson Whiskey and the slogan "Beyond the Obvious". In the text travel through a Latvian socio-cultural context, the instability was mitigated for the Latvian audience:
the text was created in the magazine ads that explicitated the dialogue and linked the image to the established knowledge elements about Irishness: "Maybe you would like to see a real, handsome
Irishman here, with flaming hair, dressed in green, playing the harp in the clover meadow. But we think -it would have been too obvious. Beyond the obvious."
5
The explicitation of the wording mediated the foreign element into a domesticated knowledge element which added stability to the new ideas and knowledge about Irishness, implying that the traditional romantic Irishness of redhaired folks dressed in green in green meadows does exist, also in a non-Irish, localized version.
Foreignization and domestication summed up
Although the trend towards domestication has increased since the 1970s, the match between foreignization and domestication has no winner. Venuti started problematizing overminimalization and advocated the necessity of showing the differences of a text, i.e. keeping foreignization in texts, because domestication advocates "an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values" whereas foreignization is "an ethnodeviant pressure on those (cultural) values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the reader abroad" (Venuti 1995: 20) . Later, however, he concedes that "Translations […] inevitably perform a work of domestication" (Venuti 2000: 82) . Domestication is a matter of choice and evaluation of the cultural codes in the source text. If these codes are too many or too difficult, such "alien cultural images and linguistic features may cause the information overload to the reader." (Yang 2010: 79) The question asked and the answer missing from the discussion of domestication-orforeignization is the inevitable incomprehension of knowledge elements, which in turn may reject the understanding of whole texts, thus calling for other texts in their place. This lack of discussion of adaptation and replacement was noted by Gengshen. In his words, "there is not yet any systematic study of adaptation and selection and their interrelationship" (Gengshen 2003: 283) .
Mirroring-or-moulding
The choice between mirroring and moulding may be ascribed to the superiority of cultural ideas to be mirrored, be they personal, corporate or political-compared to local, moulded ideas.
Mirroring is contrasted with moulding, whereby a new picture is created, different from the original picture, but with the same basic idea. Mirroring is the idea, that although slightly distorted as mirrors tend to do, the same picture is there in the new language, maybe with small blemishes from the mirror.
We have used the quote in the beginning of the text from Harry Potter; the Mirror of Esired. This idea is not clearly comprehensible at first sight; one indeed needs a mirror to turn it into the Mirror of Desire. The mirror is the language lens, which turns the image into something comprehensible in another language, but the picture is the same. As an alternative to the language mirror, the job JOURNAL OF ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE COMMUNICATION 1 (1) 2014 PAGE 68 OF 97 may be to mystify and provoke the audience, to pass on the image or idea directly to trigger an effect within the reader.
The mirroring-or-moulding theory is used to either reflect beliefs, values, stereotypes, or alternatively it will form them. The decision to mirror or mould in our cases has been made after a thorough analysis, and then the choice has been made of the strategy that expresses the core advertisement idea's text travel in the simplest way possible (Ločmele 2013).
Mirroring-or-moulding illustrated
Although from the realm of fairy tales, the translation of Hans Christian Andersen into English for a British audience, is sometimes a tale of decruelization. In "Little Ida's Flowers", for instance, the references to death are either rewritten or left out (Hansen 2005: 168) . This cannot be explained in terms of domestication, but rather the editor's or translator's choice(s), maybe based on avoiding what might be seen as reprehensible. Such a strategic choice is hard to explain in terms of domestication, but is probably rather a case of personal preferences or marketing considerations.
Hans Christian Andersen's fairy tales are found in so many moulded versions that in the UK he is considered a writer for children whereas in his native country of Denmark, he is considered a very profound writer of fairy tales at many levels for all ages (Pedersen 2004: 15-17) .
In a more modern-day corporate example, Crispin Thurlow and Adam Jaworski's study of frequent-flyer programmes concludes that their promotional discursive strategies create "symbolic capital" for a new elite of frequent flyers (Thurlow and Jaworski 2006: 130) , thus their research adheres to the moulding argument. Both mirroring and moulding can be extended to other communicative codes and are relevant terms in connection with both translation and adaptation and replacement, in particular of dynamic texts such as advertisement texts.
Distinction between foreignization-or-domestication and mirroring-ormoulding
When we introduce mirroring-or-moulding theory alongside foreignization-or-domestication, the reason is that mirroring and moulding are not the same as foreignization and domestication.
To stay with a translation example of Hans Christian Andersen's writing, the first translation into
Chinese was The Emperor's Clothes. This was a 1914 translation, which fitted very well into the revolutionary mood at the time when power was shifting (Syddansk Universitet 2014), so in this connection the moulding took a political turn where the term domestication would give the wrong idea. 
METHODOLOGY
Before venturing into an analysis of foreignization-or-domestication and mirror-or-moulding as strategic work processes in connection with text travel, we shall look at the underlying drivers and decisions. Other companies have taken up the idea and developed organizational tools to let texts travel or not, for instance VELUX, the world-renowned supplier of rooftop windows (Mousten 2008 ).
According to a study of VELUX's Danish and English websites from 2008, it turned out that all text
travel categories were present, and that the different categories could be referred to different organizational choices.
In the model, we presume that there is a conscious knowledge of the strategic choices (foreignization-or-domestication or mirroring-or-moulding), according to which the semantic/pragmatic choices and textual/semiotic choices are made at different places in the work process, which in turn decide the travel route of the texts in question. The key to deciding on the knowledge elements to be chosen, the semantics and pragmatics have to be determined for the situation. We have here leaned on Hatim who states that three criteria are decisive. One is the cultural codes which reflect the institutions and social processes, the second is the communicative events of the community, and the third is the variety of rhetorical purposes at play (Hatim 1998: 93-94) .
Then the textual and/or semiotic elements are selected for the text. This is the stage when content is rejected or accepted. As the texts travel, the box in the model called new content is the result of one of five processes, where the original content is the starting point, be it a full-fledged text or a loose draft. From this starting point, travel or non-travel is determined.
The process of non-travel is depicted as removal, covering texts with knowledge elements which do not travel. There is no overall idea in letting the text travel, neither cultural codes, communicative event nor any rhetorical purpose. In other words, the semantics and pragmatics of the text do not work.
The travelling texts then appear in one of three modes. Firstly translation, which is here used in a narrow sense where loyalty with the source text and equivalence override other considerations.
This is the most direct route of travel, because the cultural codes, communicative event and rhetorical purpose are kept, so the semantics and pragmatics of knowledge representation through language are also kept.
Secondly, adaptation represents travelling text which is to some extent domesticated or moulded because of a change in cultural code, communicative event or rhetorical purpose. Adaptation therefore gives some leeway to semantic and pragmatic choices.
Thirdly, replacement is ideational content travel, which means travel only of knowledge elements, not necessarily expressed in the same semantic or pragmatic knowledge elements at text level.
However, there must be some remaining cultural codes, communicative event or rhetorical purpose, but others may be realized differently.
Finally, there is creation of content, which does not travel. The knowledge elements and the texts elements are both new. Creation must fill in the void needed to effectively communicate with a certain culture. Created texts emerge in the culture and language where they are used and express new semantic and pragmatic content.
The result of the text travel is then the box called new content. Following the line showing the direction of text travel, we experience an increasing complexity and change. Although the line only goes in one direction, it is important to stress that the direction may sometimes be reversed and go a bit backwards before advancing forward. We thereby also challenge the notion that text production and translation are always going from a point (source text) to a point (target text).
Chesterman points this out when he argues that translation is not a movement from A to B, as the source text normally continues to exist. He views translation as an evolution of the source text (Chesterman 1997: 7-9) . Where this needs to be pointed out for the work process of translation, it is evident for the other work processes. Another prerequisite for successful text travel is negotiation as a means to make an organization reach different markets. Vermeer has explained JOURNAL OF ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE COMMUNICATION 1 (1) 2014 PAGE 71 OF 97 the process in this way, "The aim of any translational action, and the mode in which it is to be realized, are negotiated with the client who commissions the action" (Vermeer 1989 (Vermeer /2004 .
The issue of negotiation, although essential, is not dealt with here.
To sum up our work so far, we have three main steps lined up for our work. One is the strategic choice of foreignization-or-domestication or mirror-or-moulding, respectively. Based on the strategy, the semantic and pragmatic choices are made with a view to cultural codes, the communicative event and the rhetorical purpose. And finally, the textual and semiotic elements can be adopted from the text travel or created to fulfil the requirements of the new content. 
ANALYSIS OF TEXTS

English-Latvian marketing-cultural text travel
We analysed posters in the streets of Riga, the capital of Latvia. We looked into their connection with the whole marketing campaign, in which a complete set of knowledge elements was necessary for realizing the text travel and revealing the encoded meaning. The strategy was a mirroring of the rhythm, but moulding of the language and the context. Several cultural codes were embedded in the associations for the text. The situation at hand foregrounded the associations linked with the deeply embedded historical and cultural text travel routes, and the diversity of cultural codes endangered the rhetorical purpose. The AirBaltic poster was quickly taken out of circulation, because the copywriters had not fully analysed associations, and thus the cultural and historical connotations of the phrase. The text was not meant to travel at all, but in its stead the semantic references travelled into many directions.
Moreover, and maybe just as important, the copywriters had not taken into account the sensitivity of the airline advert in relation to the safety of flights, so the communicative event and cultural codes went against the rhetorical purpose of the text.
The example may be viewed as lack of management of knowledge, partly caused by a rather short period of existence of companies and advertising in post-communist countries. The continuity of advertising knowledge was interrupted by the Soviet rule in Latvia, as the way firms generate and pass on knowledge is a prerequisite of the continuity of their success (Davenport and Prusak, 2000: xxii) .
With these two examples of text travel and knowledge representation in different media and genres, as well as marketing and cultural messages, we hope that we have illustrated the complexity as well as the importance of understanding and using the mirror-or-moulding theory.
English-Danish Technico-Cultural Text Travel
It is a general assumption that technical texts can travel freely and without any changes, because of the standardised content and nature. Some even label technical and technically related texts nomothetic, because they are an offspring of nomothetic sciences, and as such are not expected to change in semantic contents (Breivega 2003: 32-35) 7 . In the applied contexts of the nomothetic sciences, however, they all become full of references to culture, knowledge and processes, because when a text or a message is linked to a certain culture, or is derived from a certain culture, it almost always carries technico-cultural elements. Even the commonly used example of the neutrality (nomothetics) of technical texts-based on the story that Newton formulated the theory of gravity by seeing an apple falling (Dolan 2011)-is not neutral and without any cultural references.
Although apple trees are fairly ubiquitous, the story does not have the same relevance and culturebound references in Iceland and Greenland as on the continents of the Americas, Europe and Asia.
To include a generally known field, which is also often claimed to be semantically neutral, we can point to computer texts. The first example shows that such texts are indeed not culture-neutral. It is a text for translation into Danish from English about computer assembly, which is supposed to be the same all over the place. It should also be mentioned that the commissioner of this text asked for it to be written for travelling into other languages. However, this text turned out to be problematic, because some elements were system-bound, for instance this introduction: This phrase cannot be domesticated, because then this activity would have to find a parallel in a Danish context, which in turn would mean that the text might either-as here-just as well take its starting point in Denmark.
Technical texts are full of technico-cultural references like that. And for good reason: the writer wants to make the text interesting to the audience, and one of the means is to link it to the everyday activities, including geographical representations. This was exactly what Newton did, although his example was more generally applicable. Anyway, in our text, after the short introduction to computer assembly, we continue looking at the instructions. One of the next points is: "Tools needed: A set of small Philips screw drivers (highly recommended that you magnetize them)" (TAPP project: 2012) . References in instructions are so closely linked with the processes and habits of the source culture that the writer of the text would not necessarily be aware that the process described is not known or used elsewhere. In the Danish culture where the text had to be used, the process of magnetizing screw drivers is not a generally known process, nor one that amateurs know how to perform. So in this case the strategic choice of domestication would dictate that either screwdrivers come magnetized or not. The semantics and pragmatics would have to change accordingly, and the text travel category would dictate replacement of the information.
The problem for writers of instructions and manuals is that unknowingly they insert tricky expressions as well as system-bound and culture-bound expressions. English may be a global language-the contents described are not. This problem is expressed by the question from Ditlevsen et al.: "But how can one translate professional texts functionally adequately? This at first sight naïve question is not that easy to answer, because it always depends on the translation situation at hand." Ditlevsen et al. 2003: 179) . So in our example, we have a theme where the main part of the contents can travel within the translation category, but we still have elements of knowledge representation, which semantically and pragmatically either have to be sorted away (removal) or replaced with some other ideational element which semantically and pragmatically fits into the new content (replacement).
In the next example, the TAPP writer chose to take the job into his/her own hands by predomesticating the text. In this way, the text could be prepared for translation, adaptation or replacement already at the point of writing (the USA), which is a great advantage if a text has to travel into several markets. The example is from the forensic world, where-with minor variations-most of the methods are supposed to be the same all over the world. The title of the text is "Forensic photography" and it begins with a small history section: "Forensic photography can be traced back in the USA to the early 1800s when inmates were documented through pictures" (TAPP project: 2012) .
The writer of the text wanted to be rational and prepared this text for translation: "Forensic photography can be traced back in Denmark to the early 1800s when inmates were documented through pictures" (TAPP project: 2012) . This pre-domestication in English seems to be a good idea at first sight. Then the text can just be translated, maybe even run through a machine translation process with post-editing before use.
With the text originating in the USA, however, the writer took it for granted that the semantic references would be the same in the USA and Denmark, which means that it could be placed in a translation category. But-when did forensic photography start in Denmark? And where? Here a review according to the model in figure 2 would also dictate the domestication strategy. project: 2012) . In this way, most of the knowledge representation would be found and solved.
Even with this preparation for domestication, it is necessary to be strongly critical of the knowledge representation in the contents before translating, adapting or replacing the semantic and pragmatic references of the text. So even if pre-domestication has been made, the decision of the text travel process still has to be made and has to be checked with regard to cultural codes, the communicative event and the rhetorical purpose, and after that the textual and semantic elements can be decided.
The third and last technico-cultural example is from a text on road construction. The idea behind it is that a constructor has developed a device that would prevent debris from getting into sewer systems and pipelines. The text was called "erosion control maintenance" (TAPP project: 2012) .
Already here we face problems. For those who do not know about the product beforehand, it is hard to decipher the noun phrase erosion control maintenance. What is the knowledge representation of the phrase? 1) Control of the maintenance of erosion? 2) Maintaining control of the erosion? 3) Controlling the erosion by maintenance? 4) Maintenance of the control of erosion?
Or something else? Anyway, we move on into the text and come across the purpose of the device:
"In order to protect the existing rainwater sewer system, the protection, commonly known as a catch basin, must be placed at the inlet to the pipe line." (TAPP project: 2012 placere en beskyttende, såkaldt "vandafløbspose", ved åbningen til vandafløbsrøret. The back translation would read like this. In order to protect the existing rainwater sewer system, the protection, a so-called "water-drainage bag", must be placed at the inlet to the pipe line. The underlined parts have shifted the focus from something generally known to something new, emphasized by so-called and with the term for water-drainage bag in quotes to introduce the term in the target culture. Note also, that in the back translation, the changed semantic description of the product is much more detailed in its knowledge reference. The shift from catch basin to waterdrainage bag is a shift from one knowledge representation to another, although with the same semantic effect. The shift from basin to bag is also a shift made possible by having access to the picture of the product, and the design is more in focus in the Danish language than in the English expression. The language in general is made to travel by rephrasing the knowledge representation from given knowledge to new knowledge, but apart from the product term, most of the semantic and pragmatic references can be kept. Semiotically, we face a different story. Figure 6 shows the device. As regards a text travel decision in relation to a Danish culture and context, this text would have to go into the removal category. Although it could work linguistically, the text has to be discarded until extensive product adaptation has been made. Reason: Danish water drainage systems do not go under the pavements, but from the asphalt directly underground. This is a proof that technicocultural texts link up with cultural codes in many ways. The pragmatics of the situation killed the idea in the end, so even though the text could be made to travel in a direct translation situation, the real-world situation would discard the text. This paradox between possible text travel and impossible product travel has cost lots of corporate money worldwide.
From the above examples, we have seen that both marketing-cultural and technico-cultural texts strongly depend on their audiences and the target culture. In addition, the semiotic references are also necessary to make the semantic and pragmatic choices needed in a given situation. The rhetorical purpose and the communicative event will determine the strategy for handling the text, and these considerations will determine the text travel category.
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CONCLUSION
We started out with three research questions: the first asking how knowledge representation was identified and handled for elements that would either lead to a foreignization-or-domestication decision or a mirroring-or-moulding strategy. We chose to apply the foreignization-ordomestication theory mainly to the technico-cultural texts and the mirroring-or-moulding strategy mainly to the marketing-cultural texts. In our examples, we saw both fruitful and failed text travel across languages and cultural borders. Successful text travel was mainly seen when the texts had been thoroughly analysed, both as regards textual and semiotic references whereas lack of respect for the linguistic, historical as well as pragmatic knowledge representation of words and pictures risked going wrong.
This leads us to the derived research question whether a fruitful or failed reception of a text by its audience can be explained by lack of proper awareness of knowledge representation and whether knowledge representation can travel. We saw that when texts travelled seamlessly, they had been subjected to a thorough and full semiotic analysis of their old and new references, and how such references would be perceived by a new audience, and vice versa: failed travel could be analysed as lack of work on the target locale's needs and preferences.
This leads to the third question by which we asked how, reiteratively, focus on text travel can lead to an in-depth understanding of knowledge representation. During our work with the mirror-ormoulding or the foreignization-or-domestication approach for knowledge representation in our text travel model, we realized that the contrasts are interdependent and enable us to identify the knowledge fields that we have to evaluate whether we should change. Should it travel with its foreign-looking element and get a teaching function, or should it be moulded into a more domestic variant of something we know better? The examples in our article present different levels of fidelity to the original content, functionality in relation to the receiving culture and focus on the situation and content of the knowledge to be mirrored. "Thus, it seems that the focus of mirrorgazing as inner work would need to be on the projected images-what they are, how they look, and how they look back at us." (Donohue 2011: 97) It seemed proper to let the words of interpretation of the Mirror of Erised be the closing of our article. Open-ended, with the reminder that knowledge representation is in the eyes of the beholder, and we should constantly strive to focus on the combination of knowledge
representation, text travel and the semantic and pragmatic expressions, all combined with the overall strategy of foreignization-or-domestication or mirror-or-moulding.
